Nigeria Video Surveillance Market (2016-2022)

Description: Nigeria has emerged as one of the key growing countries in Sub-Sahara region. Increasing investments, government initiatives and surging spending have improved the economic conditions of the country. However, the country is affected by increasing terrorist activities and crime rates. To check these, deployment of electronic security systems primarily video surveillance systems is witnessed especially in Lagos and Abuja.

In Nigeria's video surveillance market, analog video surveillance systems have captured key share of the market pie. However, a shift towards IP video surveillance systems is anticipated through the forecast period.

Amongst all verticals, government & transportation vertical has generated majority of the market revenues. Industrial & manufacturing vertical is another key emerging vertical, wherein oil & gas sector is the leading contributing segment.

The report thoroughly covers video surveillance market by types, components, verticals and regions. The report provides an unbiased and detailed analysis of the on-going trends, opportunities/high growth areas, market drivers which would help the stakeholders to decide and align their market strategies according to the current and future market dynamics.

Key Highlights of the Report
- Market Dynamics Including Drivers, Restraints, Opportunity for Nigeria Video Surveillance Market
- Market Size & Revenue & Volume Forecast of Global Video Surveillance Market until 2022
- Market Size & Revenue Forecast of Nigeria Video Surveillance Market until 2022
- Market Size & Volume Forecast of Nigeria Video Surveillance Market until 2022
- Market Volume and Revenue Forecast and Estimations by Types until 2022
- Market Volume and Revenue Forecast and Estimations by Verticals until 2022
- Market Revenue Trends and Forecast by Region until 2022
- Existing Market Trends
- Industry Life Cycle
- Value Chain Analysis
- Porter's Five Forces Analysis
- Players Market Share
- Competitive Benchmarking
- Company Profiles
- Key Strategic Pointers

Markets Covered
The report provides the detailed analysis of the following market segments:
- Video Surveillance Type
  -- Analog Video Surveillance
  -- IP/ Network Video Surveillance
  -- Video Surveillance Software
- Verticals
  -- Banking & Financial
  -- Government & Transportation
  -- Retail & Logistics
  -- Commercial Offices
  -- Industrial & Manufacturing
  -- Residential
  -- Hospitality & Healthcare
  -- Educational Institutions
- Regions
  -- North-Central
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